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Frank Kelly’s model of SAR Gd loco 163 on his layout, described in the 2005 notes.

Notes from Conventions 11–15
2006–2010

(Rev 10/17)

A shunting scene on Lindsay Baker’s layout, the ‘SAR South East Division’, described in the 2006 notes.
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CDs and DVDs produced by the Modelling the 
Railways of South Australia Convention

Notes CDs
Ten and 5 year CDs of notes so 
far produced of the early years 
of the Convention.
Years 1‑10 CD $50.00
Years 11‑15 CD $25.00

SAR Station Yard Diagrams
Yard diagrams produced in various forms by the SAR over the 
years. Includes an Excel index.
CD $30.00

SAR Passenger Cars
Photographs and plans of SAR broad and narrow gauge passenger 
cars, as well as previously published articles on SAR passenger cars. 
Includes an Excel index.
CD $20.00

The Northern Model Railway Group
Photos and the background to a group of northern Adelaide 
suburbs modellers who, together, built and operated some very 
impressive layouts. Includes all the Convention articles presented 
by members of the northern group.
CD $30.00

Kevin Loughead's Moping Branch Railway
This vidio-based documentary shows sweeping panoramic shots of 
the layout with its truly Australian scenery, trains in operation and 
some of the detail that went into the construction and operation of 
one of Australia’s great HO scale model railway layouts.
DVD $30.00

Recollections
A CD of the 2007 Recollections 
book, with added material 
from articles in Continental 
Modeller and Conventiuon 
notes. An early video by Stan 
Filsell of Kevin Kavanagh’s 
layout is included.
CD $30.00
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2021 Article Notes

The Huntingdale and Grange Railway

Belair, in the Adelaide Hills, was one of the prettiest stations on the 
old SAR system, and the destination for visitors by rail to National 
Park. Ross Hurley takes us through the history of this popular station 
on the Main South Line.
Dairy produce was an important product carried by rail in South Aus-
tralia, but temperatures required special consideration to be given to 
its transport. Allan Lees describes the transportation of dairy produce 
on the South Australian and Commonwealth Railways.
The stone station building at Port Lincoln is home to one of South 
Australia’s smaller railway museums. Peter Knife gives us a brief 
overview and look through this well-established local museum.All 
photos by the author unless otherwise noted.
Following on from ‘Memories of Renmark’ in 2019 presenter Rodney 
Barrington continues his story with additional notes and photos that 
were in the presentation on the day.

In the early 1950s the Commonwealth Railways were transitioning 
from steam to diesel, and the purchase of three Budd rail diesel cars 
was part of that plan. Bryan Howieson describes these iconic cars 
and their operations on the CR.
Peter Michalak looks at the prototype and modelling of the first diesel 
locomotive of the South Australian Railways, and follows with an 
article on modelling the 350 class.

Rodney Barrington relates the story of the 750 class. Bought from 
Victoria they were strangers in the midst of the SAR big power. Nev-
ertheless they found a very useful niche in local operations.

The South Australian Railways acquired a number of different loco-
motives from the various Glenelg Railway companies, classifying 
them as one of the six G classes. Hugh Williams takes us through this 
early part of our rail history.
Les Fordham, one of its operators, describes the late Kevin Ka-
vanagh’s Huntingdale and Grange layout, which was operated regu-
larly as an ABLO layout.
 
A tribute by Peter Knife to Ralph Holden and his SAR-EPD large scale 
layout. Peter talks about this remarkable man and his creation, and 
highlights some of the unique features of the layout.

In this republication of an on-line ‘presentation’ for the 2021 Scale-
Forum in the UK, Mick Moignard describes how to get the best from 
DCC sound.

A DVD with added material
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Recollections

A scene during an operating session on Hugh Williams’ Belair/Mitcham Hills ABLO layout. 
one of the many Atlas-motored Lima 930 Class conversions shunts Rodwell Creek.

The magificent scenery of Kev Loughead’s Moping Branch Railway is evident in this scene. 
Kev’s dedication to realism is evident in everything from track to motor vehicle details and 
placement.

2021 Article Notes
We will be producing 
single-year CDs for each 
Convention in future. The 
years between 2011 and 
2019 will eventually be 
filled with 5-year CDs.
CD $25.00

The convention discs listed here are available from Adelaide hobby shops and at the 
annual Modelling the Railways of South Australia Convention. (Prices as at 2022.)


